The wide array of programs and services offered by The JCC would not be possible without the generous support of our donors. Individuals and families from throughout the community provide financial resources for our annual Gala, Cultural Arts programming, scholarships, the Annual Campaign, capital improvements, and our JCC endowment funds. In 2018, our Lead Donors provided funds in excess of $600,000 by giving at or above the $1,000 level. We offer our deepest appreciation to this group of donors, and invite the community to join them in leading the way.

LEAD DONORS

Allene Gilman Charitable Trust
Jody and Joel Altschule
America’s Floor Source
Marcie Golden and Rabbi Howard Apothaker
Sam Baker Philanthropic Fund*
Neal Barkan
David and Jenni Belford
David and Joseph Berman Cubbage Corner Fund*
Big Lots
Buckeye Industrial Supply Co.
Byer SML Baseball/Softball Field Maintenance Fund*
Jennifer and Seth Cammeyer

Capital Repair & Replacement Fund of the Jewish Federation of Columbus

William Caplan, MD
Adrienne and Sidney Chaftetz JCC Endowment Fund*
Champion Sports
Gary and Margery Cheses
Sheila and Lou Chodoshi
Nick and Marge Ciranni
Clapboard Hill Private Wealth Company
Clean Title Agency
Wendy and Steve Cohen
Paul and Marcy Cohn
Marilyn and Stuart Cole
Columbus Jewish Youth Foundation
Marjie and Jeff Coopersmith
Barbara and Doug Davis
Dispatch Media Group
Cheryl and Stanley z”l Dritz
Landra and Mike Dunn
Debbie and Robert Ecker
Jill and Adam Eisenberg
Ellman Family Philanthropic Fund*
Don Erkis/Lou Berliner Scholar Athlete Fund*
Dr. Ron and Joyce Erkis
Michael Feinstein JCC Cultural Arts Endowment Fund*
Bonnie and Allan Finkelstein
First Financial Bank
Joan and Marc Fishel
Dale Abrams and Elliot Fishman
Carol and Jeff Folkorth
June and Jerry Frankel

Gigi and Sam Fried
AL Friedman
Cheri and Todd Friedman
Marilyn and Roger Friedman
G & J Pepsi Cola Bottling Company
Eydie and Don Galrikov
Rabbi Nathan & Sylvia Gaynor Memorial Fund*
Carol and Nelson Genshaft
Carol Glassman
Sally M. & William L Gluck JCC Endowment Fund*
DeeDee and Herb Glumcher
Denise and Michael Glumcher
Neil Goldberg
Stephanie and Josh Goldberg
Goldsmith Kavod Gadol Teen Leadership Fund*
Steve Goldston
Lisa Newmark and Dr. Arnold Good
Reva and EJ Gordon JCC Arts Fund*
Linda Katz and Jerome Hackman
Huntington Insurance, Inc.
Shelly and Barry Igdaloff
JCC Northeast Building Endowment Fund of the Columbus Jewish Foundation*
Jewish Federation of Columbus
Jewish Film Festival Fund*
Jewish Needs Fund of the Columbus Jewish Foundation*
Amy and Jason Judd
Debbie and Ira Kane
Dr. Benjamin and Nell Kaplan JCC/OSU Fund*
The Kaplan Foundation
Sharon and Elliot Karp
Linda and Frank Kass
Holly and Brad Kastan
Morgan Kaufman Fund*
Raymond and Pauline Kahn Cultural Arts Fund*
Clemy and Bob Keidan
Kim Shoemaker
Inna and John Kinney
Denise and Mike Klapper
Carol Boster and Mark Kotler
Adina and Ben Kozberg
L Brand Foundation
Sherri and Bruce Lazear Philanthropic Fund*

Aaron Leventhal Fund*
Heidi and Michael Levey
Shana and Michael Levin
The Lewin Family
Randi and Marty Lewis
Loeb Electric
Low Vision Doctors of Ohio
Carol and Fred Luper
Nancy and Tom Lurie
M/I Homes Foundation
Leslie and Kurt Malkoff
Jim Winnegrad and Janice Manheim
Mattlin Foundation
Lesli Mautz
Rick and Sarah Mezlisch
Debbie and Jeff Meyer Family Philanthropic Fund*
Karen and Jon Meyer Philanthropic Fund*
Nancy and Bruce Meyer
Bonnie and David Milenthal
Karen and Rick Milenthal
Marlene and David Miller
Mitchell Locks
Rita and Sig Munster Fund*
Nutis Visual Communications Group
Ohio ENT Allergy Physicians
Ralph Pariser Memorial Fund for Jewish Camping of the Jewish Foundation*
PNC
Puffin Foundation
Thomas Rastin
Dottie Rosenfeld Fund
Dotty and Mayer Rosenfeld JCC Endowment Fund*
Leslie and Mark Rosen
Beatrice & David Roth Roth/Resler Theater Endowment Fund*
Lauren and Jared Rubin
Rubin Philanthropy Fund*
Georgia Ruch/Acloche Fund*
Cindy and James Ryan
Matt Ryan
Scheer Family Gallery Players Theater Fund*
Pam and Ira Sheer
Schiff & Associates
Schiff Capital Group

*Funds held at the Columbus Jewish Foundation, a JewishColumbus Partner

Ginny and Mike Schlosnky
Susan and Howard Schnitz
Lenore Schottenstein and Community Jewish Arts Fund of the Columbus Jewish Foundation*
Linda and Howard Schottenstein
Schottenstein Stores Corporation/VCF
Schwab Charitable
Services Galore, Inc.
Liz and Andrew Shafran
Chuck and Joyce Shenk
Lavea Brachman and Andrew Smith
Ruth and Joe Sniderman
Andrew Ethan Stern Memorial Fund*
Rozanne and Jerry Stern
Sadie and Seymour Stern
Kurt M. Thomas Trust - The Ticho Fund
Carol and Norman Traeger JCC Endowment Fund*
Connie and Craig Tuckerman
Uncle Davey Fund*
Marcy and Mark Ungar
Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease, LLP
Wallick Communities
Joan Wallick
Wasserstrom & Sons
Wasserstrom Foundation
Jennifer and Eric Wasserstrom
Harry and Jeannette Weinberg JCC Endowment Fund*
Bobbie and Alan Weiler
Mary and Steve Weiler
The Robert Weiler Company
Laura and Adam Weiser
The Ann and Meyer z”l Weisman Family
Ron Blank and Beverly Weston
Irene Wexler
Williams & Schoenberger, LLC
Joanne and Richard Williams & Family
Joan Wurmbrand and Carol Fey
Joan and Mitch Weil
Mary Beth and Ben Zacks
Zelkowitz Family Foundation for Camp Scholarships*
Greta and Dan Zidel